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William M. Arkin is a Vermont-based award winning and best-selling author and military expert. Arkin began writing books on contemporary military subjects in 1981 and was the first to reveal the size and extent of the worldwide nuclear weapons infrastructure (the bestselling and controversial Nuclear Battlefields), the first to write a comprehensive unclassified encyclopedia of nuclear weapons (the Nuclear Weapons Databook series of the Natural Resources Defense Council), the first to reveal the byzantine world of the code names of the U.S. government (the bestselling Code Names), and the first to reveal the post-9/11 growth of secret world of intelligence and private contracting (the bestselling and award-winning Top Secret America.). His latest book American Coup: How A Terrified Government is Destroying the Constitution was just published by Little, Brown and Company. Arkin was an army intelligence analyst in West Berlin in the 1970s and was a long-time on-air military analyst for NBC News, and columnist and writer for the Los Angeles Times and the Washington Post. He lives in South Pomfret.